EASY CAMP TOUR TENTS PERFECT BUDGET-BEATERS FOR ENTRY LEVEL
FAMILY CAMPERS
Couples and families with young
children, who seek reliable holiday
comfort will appreciate the superb
value for money, attention to detail
and quality offered by the Easy Camp
TOUR range of six striking tents.
Easy to understand and easy to pitch,
the attractive tunnel designs offer
proven comfort, versatility,
convenience with great internal space.
Performance is provided by a quality
fire-retardant polyester outer with a 3,000mm hydrostatic head and fully taped seams. Preangled colour-coded fibreglass poles ensure maximum headroom is provided throughout.
Carefully positioned vents and new rear ventilation ensure maximum airflow to keep the
interior cool during the day and to control condensation, while large windows let in plenty
of natural light – curtain panels toggle into place for privacy when needed. Where relevant,
the tough full sewn-in groundsheets lie flat at the front doors or fastened up to suit
conditions.
All tents are packed with design detail that includes
the new Sleep-Tight Inners that cut down external
lighting and early dawn sunshine for enhanced
sleep comfort. Other features include insect-proof
mesh inner doors, electric cable access point, Dshaped front doors and guyline retainers.
TOUR tents come in two styles. The Palmdale 300,
400, 500 and 600 (pictured above right) models
provide size options to sleep three to six. Front entry to each tent living area is protected by
a deep porch that also offers a sheltered outside living area. The 500 and 600 versions
include a side door for extra convenience.
Palmdale 500 and 600 Lux (pictured left) models offer
an additional third zone at the front of the tent. This
enclosed room is an ideal ‘wet’ area for muddy kit and
storage of outdoor toys and furniture when off site,
keeping the living area dry and clean. The central living
area can also be accessed by an external side door.

Optional extras include carpets and footprints for groundsheet protection. Lux footprints
extend into the third zone for ground cover when required.
For further information and details of your nearest Easy Camp dealer visit easycamp.com
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